Form 4
Recommended Reading List
‘ad optima petenda’

Fantasy Novels
Northern
Lights Triology
Philip Pullman

Artemis Fowl
Series
Eoin Colfer

Eragon
and the
Inheritance
Cycle
Christopher
Paolini

Skulduggery
Pleasant
Derek Landy

Synopsis
"Without this child, we shall all die."
Lyra Belacqua and her animal daemon live half-wild and carefree among
scholars of Jordan College, Oxford. The destiny that awaits her will take her
to the frozen lands of the Arctic, where witch-clans reign and ice-bears
fight. Her extraordinary journey will have immeasurable consequences far
beyond her own world...

Twelve-year-old villain, Artemis Fowl, is the most ingenious criminal
mastermind in history. His bold and daring plan is to hold a leprechaun to
ransom. But he's taking on more than he bargained for when he kidnaps
Captain Holly Short of the LEPrecon (Lower Elements Police
Reconnaissance Unit). For a start, leprechaun technology is more advanced
than our own. Add to that the fact that Holly is a true heroine and that her
senior officer Commander Root will stop at nothing to get her back and
you've got the mother of all sieges brewing!
The Inheritance cycle is the unforgettable, worldwide bestselling saga of
one boy, one dragon, and a world of adventure.
When Eragon finds a polished blue stone in the forest, he thinks it is the
lucky discovery of a poor farm boy. But when the stone brings a dragon
hatchling, Eragon soon realizes he has stumbled upon a legacy nearly as
old as the Empire itself.
Overnight his simple life is shattered, and he and his dragon, Saphira, are
thrust into a perilous new world of destiny, magic, and power. Can Eragon
take up the mantle of the legendary Dragon Riders? The fate of the Empire
may rest in his hands. . .
Meet the great Skulduggery Pleasant: wise-cracking detective, powerful
magician, master of dirty tricks and burglary (in the name of the greater
good, of course).
Oh yeah. And dead.
Then there's his sidekick, Stephanie. She's… well, she's a twelve-year-old
girl. With a pair like this on the case, evil had better watch out.

The Old
Kingdom Series
Sabriel, Lirael,
Abhorsen
Garth Nix
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Sabriel has spent most of her young life far away from the magical realm
of the Old Kingdom, and the Dead that roam it. So when a creature from
across the Wall arrives at her all-girls boarding school, she surprises
herself with her ability to deal with it. The creature carries a message from
her father, the Abhorsen - the magical protector of the realm whose task it
is to bind and send back to Death those that won't stay Dead. Since the
demise of the Royal Family the Dead have become stronger and more
fearless, and now it seems their forces are threatening to overwhelm the
Old Kingdom.

Fantasy Novels

Synopsis

Mortal Engines
Series

Set in a captivating futuristic landscape, this hugely imaginative story is a
vivid blend of action, romance, mystery, crime and horror.

Philip Reeve

Packed full of colourful characters and locations, it is a whirlwind
adventure that challenges both Tom and the reader to re-examine their
attitudes and preconceptions.

Amazing Morris and his Educated Rodents
Terry Pratchett

Every town on Discworld knows the stories about rats and pipers, and
Maurice - a streetwise tomcat - leads a band of educated ratty friends (and
a stupid kid) on a nice little earner. Piper plus rats equals lots and lots of
money.
Until

they

run

across

someone

playing

a

different

tune.

Now he and his rats must learn a new concept: evil . . .
The Spiderwick
Chronicles
Holly Black
Tony DiTerlizzi

Candleman
Glenn Daki

After finding a mysterious, handmade field guide in the attic of the
ramshackle old mansion they’ve just moved into, Jared; his twin brother,
Simon; and their older sister, Mallory, discover that there’s a magical and
maybe dangerous world existing parallel to our own the world of faerie.
The Grace children want to share their story, but the faeries will do everything possible to stop them...

Evil melts like wax at the hands of the Candle Man. Theo Wickland lives a
life of isolation – he has only ever known three people: his butler, the maid
and his guardian. He has always been told this is for his own good because
he is dangerous to other people. Indeed, he wears gloves at all times and
has daily, intensely painful treatment in the ‘Mercy Tube’.
But one birthday, during his annual trip to the graveyard, Theo finds a
small package addressed to him. A secret message inside it, and a visit
from two burglars that proves fatal to one of them, are the catalysts for
Theo to discover his deadly powers and strange inheritance.
He is the descendent of the Candle Man, a Victorian crime fighter with a
dark side. One touch from him and criminals melt to death. Two societies
are hunting for him: one that will protect and help him and one that wants
to harness his power for evil. Can Theo escape his guardian’s clutches, and
stop his destructive plan?
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Fantasy Novels

Synopsis

The Snow
Spider

On his ninth birthday, Gwyn is given a brooch and told to cast it into the
wind. Later he discovers the wind has sent something back: the snow
spider. So begins Gwyn's journey as a magician.

Charlie Bone
Series

Against the shimmering backdrop of a magical domed city, Gwyn has to
battle evil and heal a fractured family.

Jenny Nimmo
Howl’s Moving
Castle
Diana Wynne
Jones

The Edge
Chronicles
Paul Stewart
Chris Riddell

Coraline
Neil Gaiman

The Various
Steve Augarde
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In the land of Ingary, where seven league boots and cloaks of invisibility do
exist, Sophie Hatter catches the unwelcome attention of the Witch of the
Waste and is put under a spell. Deciding she has nothing more to lose, she
makes her way to the moving castle that hovers on the hills above Market
Chipping. But the castle belongs to the dreaded Wizard Howl whose
appetite, they say, is satisfied only by the souls of young girls… There she
meets Michael, Howl’s apprentice, and Calcifer the Fire Demon, with whom
she agrees a pact. But Sophie isn’t the only one under a curse – her
entanglements with Calcifer, Howl, and Michael, and her quest to break
her curse is both gripping – and howlingly funny!
Fourteen-year-old Quint Verginix is the only remaining son of famous
sky-pirate Wind Jackal. He and his father have journeyed to the city of
Sanctaphrax – a great floating rock, bound to the ground below by a chain,
its inhabitants living with their heads literally in the clouds.
But the city hides a dangerous secret: deep inside the great rock,
something horrible lurks. With his father away, Quint may be the only one
who can save Sanctaphrax from the dreaded curse of the gloamglozer . . .
There is something strange about Coraline's new home. It's not the mist,
or the cat that always seems to be watching her, nor the signs of danger
that Miss Spink and Miss Forcible, her new neighbours, read in the tea
leaves.
It's the other house - the one behind the old door in the drawing room.
Another mother and father with black-button eyes and papery skin are
waiting for Coraline to join them there. And they want her to stay with
them. For ever. She knows that if she ventures through that door, she may
never come back.
A gritty and captivating story of courage and strength against terrible odds,
this is the story of Midge, abandoned with her eccentric uncle during the
holidays, and her adventures with the Various, a band of earthily realistic
fairies. The existence of the Various, who are strange, wild and sometimes
even deadly, has been kept secret since the beginning of time, but when
their world begins to clash with that of human beings, their livelihood is
threatened with extinction. This is a wonderfully imaginative story of love
and loyalty, and is the first in a powerful trilogy.

Fantasy Novels /
Character Based Novels
Dragon Rider
Cornelia Funke

Stormswept
and The Ingo
Chronicles
Helen
Dunmore

The Dark is
Rising Series
Susan Cooper

Al Capone Does
My Shirts
Jennifer
Choldenko

Synopsis
Firedrake, a brave young dragon, his loyal brownie friend Sorrel and a
lonely boy called Ben embark on a magical journey to find the legendary
place where silver dragons can live in peace for ever.
Along the way, they discover extraordinary new friends and a courage they
never knew they had. Just as well, for the greatest enemy of all is never far
behind them - a heartless monster from the past who's been waiting a
very long time to destroy the last dragons on earth.

An atmospheric and beautifully written adventure, from the awardwinning author of the Ingo series.
Morveren lives with her parents and twin sister Jenna on an island off the
coast of Cornwall. As Morveren and Jenna’s relationship shifts and changes, like driftwood on the tide, Morveren finds a beautiful teenage boy in a
rock pool after a storm. Going to his rescue, she is shocked to see that he
is not human but a Mer boy.
With Jenna refusing to face the truth, Morveren finds herself alone at the
worst possible time. Because when the worlds of Air and Mer meet, the
consequences can be terrible…
It is Midwinter's Eve, the night before Will's eleventh birthday. But there is
an atmosphere of fear in the familiar countryside around him.
Will is about to make a shocking discovery - that he is the last person to be
born with the power of the Old Ones, and as a guardian of the Light he
must begin a dangerous journey to vanquish the terrifyingly evil magic of
the Dark.

When Moose Flanagan and his family move home, yet again, and become
residents of the famous prison island Alcatraz, things get interesting.
First of all, they share the island with a few other families and a lot of
pretty heavy-duty criminals including Al Capone. And secondly, Moose's
sister is starting a new school, which everyone hopes will help her become
more integrated with those around her. When Moose comes up with
some pretty cunning money-making schemes based on his famous
co-residents, he does not count on his sister becoming inadvertently
involved.
This is a charming, funny and utterly enchanting book that skilfully and
delicately weaves a humorous tale with some important issues.
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Character Based Novels

Synopsis

Millions

Frank Cottrell Boyce's story, Millions - the tale of a not-so-great train
robbery - is an absolute treasure!

Frank Cottrell
Boyce

Two brothers, Damian and Anthony, are unwittingly caught up in a train
robbery during Britain's countdown to joining the Euro. Suddenly finding
themselves with a vast amount of cash, the boys have just one glorious,
appalling dilemma - how to spend it in the few days before it becomes
worthless. Torn between the vices of buying a million pizzas and the
virtues of ending world poverty, the boys soon discover that being rich is a
mug's game. For not only is the clock ticking - the bungling bank robbers
are closing in too.

Holes

Stanley Yelnats' family has a history of bad luck, so when a miscarriage of
justice sends him to Camp Green Lake Juvenile Detention Centre (which
isn't green and doesn't have a lake) he is not surprised.

Louis Sachar

Every day he and the other inmates are told to dig a hole, five foot wide by
five foot deep, reporting anything they find. The evil warden claims that it
is character building, but this is a lie and Stanley must dig up the truth.

One Dog and
His Boy
Eva Ibbotson

All Hal had ever wanted was a dog. "Never!" cries his mother. "Think of the
mess, the scratch-marks, the puddles on the floor." But on the morning of
Hal's 10th birthday, the unbelievable happens. He's allowed to choose a
puppy at Easy Pets, a rent-a-pet agency (a fact his parents keep from him).
The moment he sees the odd-looking terrier, he knows he's found a friend
for life. But no one tells Hal that Fleck must be returned and when Hal
wakes up on Monday morning, Fleck is gone. If dog and boy are to stay
together they'll have to run away...

Boy Overboard
Morris
Gleitzman

Jamal loves playing football, which isn't easy if your goalie only has one leg
and you keep having to dodge landmines to get your ball back. Jamal's
stubborn little sister Bibi is even better at football than Jamal. But girls
playing football is against the law in Afganistan.
When it is discovered that Jamal's mother has been secretly running a
school, the family must leave their home immediately and begin a long
and dangerous journey to Australia.
The children survive separation from their parents, hunger, and violent
smugglers only to find that Australia isn't as welcoming as they had
thought but, even though they face an uncertain future, Jamal, Bibi and
their parents know that as long as they are together, that is all that
matters.
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Character Based Novels /
Iqbal

Adventure Novels

Francesco
D’Adamo

Cloud Busting
Malorie
Blackman

The Thing with
Finn
Tom Kelley

Synopsis
When young Iqbal is sold into slavery at a carpet factory, his arrival
changes everything for the other overworked and abused children there. It
is Iqbal who explains to them that despite their master's promises, he
plans on keeping them as his slaves indefinitely. But it is also Iqbal who
inspires the other children to look to a future free from toil...and is brave
enough to show them how to get there. This moving fictionalised account
of the real Iqbal Masih is told through the voice of Fatima, a young
Pakistani girl whose life is changed by Iqbal's courage.
Despite his Mum's insistence, Sam doesn't want to be friends with Davey,
he thinks Davey's a first class, grade A, top of the dung heap moron. But
one day Davey saves Sam's life and a bond is formed between them. Sam
is still embarrassed to be seen with Davey, but little by little he has to
admit, when it's just the two of them, Davey is a lot of fun. But then
something terrible happens to Davey. . . Told in verse, in first person, this
is the touching story of an extraordinary friendship that changes two boys’
lives for ever. An uplifting tale that truly sings out.
Ten-year-old Danny knows he’s going somewhere, but he just doesn’t
know where.
On his way he . . .
. . . flattens a stuffed otter (with a three-holed brick)
. . . messes with a dog called The Beast (who bites kids’ willies off)
and feeds biscuits to blue Louis (who puts the ‘poo’ into poodle).
But however far or fast he goes, Danny can’t outrun the memories that
have chased him ever since his identical twin brother died. Where can
Danny hide when every day his own face reminds him of Finn? And where
can Danny go when everywhere the shadows of his past stretch to forever?

Stormbreaker
and the Alex
Rider Series
Anthony
Horowitz
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The poignant story of a bereaved boy who embarks on an emotional
journey - and ultimately finds his way home.
Fourteen-year-old Alex is forcibly recruited into MI6.
Armed with secret gadgets, he is sent to investigate Herod Sayle, a man
who is offering state-of-the-art Stormbreaker computers to every school in
the country.
But the teenage spy soon finds himself in mortal danger...

Adventure Novels
The Demon
Headmaster
Gillian Cross

The Great
Elephant Chase
Gillian Cross

Storm Catchers
Tim Bowler

Wolf Brother
Michelle Paver

Synopsis
When Dinah is fostered by the Hunters she thinks her biggest problem will
be fitting in with her foster-brothers, Lloyd and Harvey. However, once she
starts at her new school it’s clear that there’s more to worry about. All the
children, apart from a handful including Lloyd and Harvey, are too wellbehaved-robotic almost and oddly keen to please the creepy headmaster.
The children set out to discover the nature of his influence over everyone...

A giant Indian elephant.
A wild journey across America.
An enemy who will never stop.
Tad and Cissie are on the run with Khush the elephant. Clammy-fingered,
steely-eyed Hannibal Jackson will do anything to capture the animal.
Maybe even kill . . .
Staying ahead means being faster and smarter - but how do you hide an
elephant? Especially one with a mind of its own...
Fin is devastated by guilt when his sister, Ella, is kidnapped. She is
snatched away from the house in the middle of a storm. As the kidnappers
make their demands, Fin's guilt is replaced by a fierce determination to
find his sister by whatever means he can, and bring the criminals to justice.
But as the drama unfolds, a complex web of family secrets is revealed. It
emerges that Ella's kidnapping is revenge for mistakes Fin's father made,
years before. The consequences will change all their lives forever.

Thousands of years ago the land is one dark forest. Its people are
hunter-gatherers. They know every tree and herb and they know how to
survive in a time of enchantment and powerful magic.
Until an ambitious and malevolent force conjures a demon: a demon so
evil that it can be contained only in the body of a ferocious bear that will
slay everything it sees, a demon determined to destroy the world.
Only one boy can stop it - 12 year old Torak, who has seen his father
murdered by the bear. With his dying breath, Torak's father tells his son of
the burden that is his. He must lead the bear to the mountain of the World
Spirit and beg that spirit's help to overcome it.
This is a terrifying quest in a world of wolves, tree spirits and Hidden
People, a world in which trusting a friend means risking your life.
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Adventure Novels
Hacker
Malorie
Blackman

Synopsis
When Vicky's father is arrested, accused of stealing over a million pounds
from the bank where he works, she is determined to prove his innocence.
But how? There's only one way - to attempt to break into the bank's
computer files.
Even if Vicky is the best hacker in the world, will she find the real thief
before they find her?

Lion Boy
Zizou Corder

Silver Fin
The Young
Bond Series
Charlie Higson

The Missing
Link
Kate
Thompson

Jimmy Coates
Joe Craig
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Charlie Ashanti, the hero of LIONBOY, speaks cat - the language of all cats
wild and domestic alike. His unusual talent helps him on his quest to find
his kidnapped parents who have discovered a cure for asthma.
The local cats of his home town (a futuristic London) start him on his
search to solve the mystery of his missing parents, which leads him across
the channel on board a circus ship bound for Paris. It is on this wonderful
vessel that Charlie establishes a close relationship with the homesick circus lions who become his accomplices.
But Charlie is in danger, for close behind him on his trail, is a crony of the
mysterious group who have kidnapped his parents. They want Charlie too.
Before the name became a legend. Before the boy became a man. Meet
Bond. James Bond.
There's something in the water at Loch Silverfin. Something deadly.
Something that must be kept secret...
It's James Bond's first day at Eton, and he's already met his first enemy.
This is the start of an adventure that will take him from the school playing
fields to the remote shores of Loch Silverfin and a terrifying discovery that
threatens to unleash a new breed of warfare.
Danny has always believed that his scientist mother is dead. But when a
talking dog tells him it isn't true, Danny sets out on a mission to find his
mother and her hidden laboratory in Fourth World. But Danny is locked in
his own world, so he will need the help of his step-brother Christie, if he is
to succeed. After a long and difficult journey the boys discover that
Danny's mother is involved in some complex genetic engineering, and she
holds the key to Danny's past and his future.
An eleven-year-old boy discovers he has strange powers, and a future that
holds mystery, adventure - and death! Bending his knees, Jimmy let go of
the windowsill and slowly tipped backwards. Surely this is impossible, he
thought, even as he could feel himself doing it. He pushed out with his legs
and the thrust sent him flying backwards into the air . . . Then his fingers
locked on to the cold wire of the fence, poised in a perfect handstand on
the top. Who are the mysterious men chasing Jimmy across the city? Why
are they after him? What are Jimmy's parents keeping from him and who
can he trust? And how come he can suddenly do all this really cool stuff. . .?

Adventure Novels /
Chasing
Vermeer

Historical Novels

Blue Bailliet

The H.I.V.E.
Collection
Mark Walden

Ruby Redford:
Look Into My
Eyes
Lauren Child

Synopsis
When a book brings Petra and Calder together, strange things start to
happen: Seemingly unrelated events connect; an eccentric old woman
seeks their company; an invaluable Vermeer painting disappears. Before
they know it, the two find themselves at the centre of an international art
scandal, where no one is spared from suspicion. As Petra and Calder are
drawn clue by clue into a mysterious labyrinth, they must draw on their
powers of intuition, their problem solving skills, and their knowledge of
Vermeer. Can they decipher a crime that has stumped even the FBI?
Otto Malpense may only be thirteen years old, but so far he has managed
to run the orphanage where he lives, and he has come up with a plan
clever enough to trick the most powerful man in the country. He is the
perfect candidate to become the world's next supervillain.

Here’s the low-down on Ruby Redfort: she’s a genius code-cracker, a daring
detective, and a gadget-laden special agent who just happens to be a
thirteen-year-old girl. She and her slick sidekick butler, Hitch, foil crimes
and get into loads of scrapes with evil villains, but they’re always ice-cool in
a crisis.

Private
Peaceful

Told in the voice of Private Tommo Peaceful, the story follows twenty-four
hours at the front, and captures his memories of his family and his village
life – by no means as tranquil as it appeared.

Michael
Morpurgo

Full of vivid detail and engrossing atmosphere, leading to a dramatic and
moving conclusion, Private Peaceful is both a compelling love story and a
deeply moving account of the First World War.

The Boy in the
Striped
Pyjamas

Nine-year-old Bruno knows nothing of the Final Solution and the
Holocaust. He is oblivious to the appalling cruelties being inflicted on the
people of Europe by his country. All he knows is that he has been moved
from a comfortable home in Berlin to a house in a desolate area where
there is nothing to do and no one to play with. Until he meets Shmuel, a
boy who lives a strange parallel existence on the other side of the
adjoining wire fence and who, like the other people there, wears a uniform
of striped pyjamas.

John Boyne

Bruno's friendship with Shmuel will take him from innocence to revelation.
And in exploring what he is unwittingly a part of, he will inevitably become
subsumed by the terrible process.
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Historical Novels
Once, Then,
Now, After
Morris
Gleitzman

Machine
Gunners
Robert Westall

Here Lies
Arthur
Philip Reeve

The Adventures of Robin
Hood
Marcia
Williams

The Thieves of
Ostia
The Roman
Mysteries
Series
Caroline
Lawrence
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Synopsis
Once I escaped from an orphanage to find Mum and Dad.
Once I saved a girl called Zelda from a burning house.
Once I made a Nazi with a toothache laugh.
My name is Felix. This is my story.

'Some bright kid's got a gun and 2000 rounds of live ammo. And that gun's
no pea-shooter. It'll go through a brick wall at a quarter of a mile.'
Chas McGill has the second-best collection of war souvenirs in Garmouth,
and he desperately wants it to be the best. When he stumbles across the
remains of a German bomber crashed in the woods - its shiny, black
machine-gun still intact - he grabs his chance. Soon he's masterminding his
own war effort with dangerous and unexpected results . . .

Gwyna is just a small girl, a mouse, when she is bound in service to
Myrddin the bard - a traveller and spinner of tales. But Myrddin transforms
her - into a lady goddess, a boy warrior, and a spy. Without Gwyna,
Myrddin will not be able to work the most glorious transformation of all and turn the leader of a raggle-taggle war-band into King Arthur, the
greatest hero of all time.

Told in lively comic-strip style, this book relates eleven colourful
action-packed tales about Robin and his merry men. Read how Robin
becomes an outlaw, gets a ducking from Little John and encounters a
disguised Maid Marian in the forest; enjoy the stories of Much the Miller's
Son, Friar Tuck, Allan-a-Dale, Sir Richard of Leigh and the golden arrow.
Meet Robin's sworn enemy Sir Guy of Gisborne, witness his visit from King
Richard and see Robin fire his final arrow.

Flavia Gemina is a natural at solving mysteries. The daughter of a ship's
captain living in Ostia, the port of Rome, in AD79, she and her three
friends, Jonathan, a Jewish boy (and secretly a Christian); Nubia, an African
slave girl; and Lupus, a mute beggar boy, must work together to discover
who is beheading the watchdogs that guard people's homes, and why.

Historical Novels /
The Silver
Donkey
Sonia Hartnett

I, Coriander
Sally Gardner

Crusade
Elizabeth Laird

The Seeing
Stone
Kevin CrossleyHolland

Thirteen
Unpredictable
Tales
Paul Jennings
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Synopsis
One morning in the woods of France, a blinded soldier is found by two
sisters, Coco and Marcelle. In return for their kindness the soldier tells the
sisters marvellous tales, connected with the keepsake he carries in his
pocket: a tiny silver donkey. As the days pass and they struggle to help the
soldier reach home, the sisters learn the truth behind the silver donkey
and what the precious object means: honesty, loyalty and courage.

The story is told by Coriander, daughter of a silk merchant in 1650s
London. Her idyllic childhood ends when her mother dies and her father
goes away, leaving Coriander with her stepmother, a widow who is in
cahoots with a fundamentalist Puritan preacher.
She is shut away in a chest and left to die, but emerges into the fairy world
from which her mother came, and where time has no meaning. When she
returns, charged with a task that will transform her life, she is seventeen.

When Adam's mother dies unconfessed, he pledges to save her soul with
dust from the Holy Land. Employed as a dog-boy for the local knight, Adam
grabs the chance to join the Crusade to reclaim Jerusalem. He burns with
determination to strike down the infidel enemy . . .
Salim, a merchant's son, is leading an uneventful life in the port of Acre until news arrives that a Crusader attack is imminent. To keep Salim safe,
his father buys him an apprenticeship with an esteemed, travelling doctor.
But Salim's employment leads him to the heart of Sultan Saladin's camp and into battle against the barbaric and unholy invaders . . .
The year is 1199, the place the Welsh Marches. Young Arthur de Caldicot is
given a shining stone in which his legendary namesake is revealed. In 100
short chapters that brilliantly evoke life in a medieval manor, stories of the
boy King Arthur begin to echo and anticipate the secrets and mysteries
that emerge in his own life.

A selection of the best short stories from Paul Jennings' earlier Puffin titles.
Everyone is entirely different but all are wacky and extraordinary. Subjects
range from the longest kiss ever, to a boy who becomes transparent - and
the stories are all unpredictable!

Funny Novels /
Supernatural Novels
A House Called
Awful End

Synopsis
When both of Eddie Dickens's parents catch a disease that makes them
turn yellow, go a bit crinkly round the edges and smell of hot water bottles,
it's agreed he should go and stay with relatives at their house Awful End.

Philip Ardagh

Unfortunately for Eddie, those relatives are Mad Uncle Jack and EvenMadder Aunt Maud, and it doesn't look as if the three of them are ever
going to reach their destination . . .

Uncle Montague’s Tales of
Horror

Uncle Montague lives alone in a big house and his regular visits from his
nephew give him the opportunity to retell some of the most frightening
stories he knows.
But as the stories unfold, another even more spine-tingling narrative
emerges, one that is perhaps the most frightening of all.
Uncle Montague's tales of terror, it transpires, are not so much works of
imagination as dreadful, lurking memories. Memories of an earlier time in
which Uncle Montague lived a very different life to his present solitary
existence.

The Ghost
Behind the
Wall

Twelve-year-old David lives with his dad in a block of flats and is a bit of a
brute. He's very lonely as is old Mr Alverston, another Mahogany Villas
resident, who is afraid that he is losing his mind.
David discovers that he can get into the ventilation shaft of the building
and begins to spy on the other residents.
One day he comes face to face with a ghost, at first friendly but more and
more terrifying as it becomes clear that he has a particular grudge against
Mr Alverston.
Soon the old man and David are in great danger and, in a frightening and
utterly moving conclusion, Mr Alverston and the ghost of the boy he once
was, reunite, allowing the old man to die peacefully.

Melvin Burgess

The Tulip
Touch
Anne Fine
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Nobody wants Tulip in their gang. She skives off school, cheeks the
teachers and makes herself unpopular with her classmates by telling awful
lies. None of this matters to Natalie who finds Tulip exciting. At first she
doesn't care that other people are upset and unnerved by Tulip's bizarre
games, but as the games become increasingly sinister and dangerous,
Natalie realises that Tulip is going too far, much too far, racing, in fact, to
the novel's shocking ending.

TIP: If you enjoy reading a novel,
look for others by the same author
.
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